DVBC walks+cycles

from 21st March till
16th May, 2021

Inverloch to Eagles Peak Sunday 21st March 2021
Leader: Ros Rogers
Walkers: Allan Gillies, Peter and Heather Walker, Julie and John, Gerry, Gillian,
Claire, John and Heidi, Peter Mc, Tiz, Sue [new member] and Lyndal [visitor]
5 club members met at Tooradin at 8.30am and proceeded to Inverloch where we
met the remaining 10 members. Quite a total for a Sunday walk which was very
pleasing.

The drivers took the cars
up to the Eagles Nest
carpark while the rest of us
chatted, used the oh so
clean facilities or grabbed
a coffee from the shop
opposite.

By 10.15am we were all
reunited to begin the walk.
There was quite a bit of

activity from
Search and
Rescue and Police
helicopters with
several groups of
high vis clad
people walking
about and we were
asked to keep an
eye out for an
elderly woman
who had gone
missing a couple
of days previously.
Hopefully she will
have been located.
The walk started
along the access
road into the Big 4 Caravan park. Quite a few campers and caravans parked in a
very green and grassy space. Once past the caravan park there is the start of the
Screw Creek, Townsend walking track. This track does a loop around Screw Creek
via a boardwalk and a pleasant walk thru tea tree to a lookout over the Tarwin River
where it enters Anderson Inlet.

Quick stop for some photos and we
completed the loop, back thru the
caravan park and along the walking/
bike track past the Inverloch Jetty
where we could finally hit the beach
and the wind hit us! Thankfully we had
a tail wind, it would have been a
struggle to walk against the very
breezy conditions. John Templer had
organized the date for the walk
perfectly, low tide making it easy to
walk along the very firm sand of
Anderson Inlet.
The walk took us past the Inverloch
Surf Club where you could see the
damage caused by extreme tide
action a couple of years ago, the

beach has been severely washed away, up to 50m of sand dune has disappeared
and there has been a great eﬀort to provide huge sandbagging to prevent the surf
club from collapsing onto the beach.

The weather
event that
eroded so much
of the beach
also uncovered
the remains of
the “Amazon” a
barque the was
purposefully run
aground in Dec
1863. The
Amazon was
carrying salt beef
and other cargo
to Mauritius
when it was
struck by a huge
storm and could
not return to
port. The captain
made the decision to run aground on the sand Rather than crash into the rocks.

Masts were cut down, the ship was beached and crew and cargo saved. The
Amazon is one of the most significant shipwrecks on the Victorian coast.
WE left the beach and the wind for lunch in the tea tree, it was great to get out of
the wind for a while but the walk must continue.
Our next point of interest was Fossil Beach. There were a group from Melbourne
Museum and Monash Uni fossicking on the rock platform looking for the difficult to
find fossils. One kind worker pointed out a small bone fragment in a rock sample
that they had uncovered. Think a certain kind of dedication is needed and very
good eyesight!
The walk
continued along
the rock
platform, the
headland
around which
we had to walk
was tricky, with
the wind nearly
knocking us
over it was so
strong out on
the point. Also
think if we were
much later the
incoming tide
would have
meant wet feet,
but we all
safely
navigated the
rocks to make it
thru. There are a number of caves along this section which made for some interesting
photos.
For most of the day we could see Eagles Nest in the distance but it was slowly getting
closer with the last windblown headland to struggle past we were on the beach below the
carpark. A few photos of the rock columns of Eagles Nest and a long climb up the steps to
the carpark. Quick detour to the 2 lookouts for an overview and back in the cars to
Inverloch. The beach is impassable from here to Cape Patterson no matter how low the
tide, it would be terrific if a cliff top walkway is constructed to fully enjoy a dramatic part of
the Victorian coastline.
Ros Rogers

Warrandyte/Pound Bend - Sunday, 25th April, 2021
It was with considerable trepidation that I volunteered for my first stint as leader - however, I think
there was someone definitely looking after me! The forecast was definitely not “favourable” but our
sense of adventure
prevailed and we were to
be rewarded with great
walking conditions, both
with the weather and
underfoot. 8 of us set off
for a walk which turned
out to cover so many
different aspects and
definitely “opened our
eyes” to so much that
Warrandyte (formerly
known as Anderson’s
Creek) has to offer.
report by: Gillian Hannon

We began our
adventure by
walking down a
small track to see
the entrance to the Pound Bend Tunnel (also known as the Evelyn T. (named after the gold mining company).
Pound Bend got its name due to stray livestock being impounded nearby.
This was our introduction to the incredible hard work our predecessors have carried out in the
1800s with all their back-breaking chiselling and shovelling to give this area the historical
background it has now acquired.

The tunnel was carried out by Dame NellieMelba’s father and opened in 1870 and is
approximately 145m x 4m x 6m.The aim of the tunnel was to divert the course of the Yarra
River to allow the river bed to be worked for gold. It cost $4200 to construct this as well as
a dam but unfortunately the latter was washed away.
Returning back to the top, it was time to begin our 1st loop of Pound Bend which ambled
along Tank Track, and with a few twists and turns, brought us to the commemorative stone
for the first Youth Hostel built in Australia in 1939.
We continued along our track to a clearing and found a number of kangaroos splayed on
the ground, obviously vaguely contemplating the thought of beginning their day but at this
point in time, more than content to relax back and survey us bushwalkers intruding on their
territory. By now, the sky was blue, the sun was shining, and we decided to continue our
journey down to the Yarra River (named previously by the Aboriginals who lived in the area
as “The River of Mists”).

So much birdlife along
this track - 7 or so little
bridges led us through
to the Wurundjeri
Country reserve.
This turned out to be
our morning tea pit stop,
surrounded by the
history of days gone
by ... seemed very
appropriate to
commemorate ANZAC
day by taking
advantage of modern
technology to play “The
Last Post” and
remember those that
have given us this
opportunity for the freedom that we have today.
Wurundjeri Country Reserve was home to an Aboriginal Tribe but by 1828 only 10% of the
population remained. They made their canoes by shaping bark from large gum trees and
caught fish, eels and yabbies. Gold was discovered in 1851 which brought an influx of
settlers so life became impossible for the tribe and they were removed in 1852.
The Aboriginal musterer was called Wonga
and he negotiated for his people to work
on farms ... hence “Wonga Park”.
We continued from here and walked down
to the other end of the tunnel we had
viewed originally. Evidently people enjoy
swimming through here in the summer
(bats also consider it a good “hang out”)
and the EPA give updates on the water
condition as it can be quite murky. Being it
was not summer for us, was this the
reason none of us were brave enough to
get in?! We then had our work out for the
day climbing back up the steps to the top,
having the satisfaction of knowing we had
completed one loop and were now ready
for the second.
Time to stroll through the residential
streets and survey both the older type
houses as well as the new - really
interesting considering the steepness of
the blocks and how they worked with this.
Continuing our good fortune, we arrived at
the reserve in Warrandyte Main Street and
enjoyed lunch at our table in the sunshine.

We ambled our way through to Gold Memorial Road, walking once again alongside the
river through to a memorial commemorating the first gold found in 1851.
It was then time to prove how capable we could be as we “boulder hopped” across the
river - needless to say, we all got 10/10 for our negotiation skills! We headed up Wildcat
Gully Road, taking a narrow
track to the left that snuck up
the hill to an array of mine
shafts that are hidden away
in The Warrandyte State
Park. Well worth the climb ...
so much to see ...
unfortunately the same
couldn’t be said for most of
those searching for the
illusive gold in mid 1800. We
followed Gold Mine Loop and
saw 5 mine shafts. One was
incredible as it was tunnelled
and the algae gave off a glow
that gave the definite
impression that it was all lit
up inside - amazing. We
were able to enter the very last shaft and see
for ourselves how dark and dank the
conditions would have been for the miners.
From here it was time to head back up and
down the hill through to the Main Street. We
visited a gallery and concluded our day by
visiting the coffee shop - great day had by all!
Gillian Hannon
(big thanks to John and Heidi, Gerry, Richard,
Anna, Sharon and Ron who accompanied
me!)

Finish Line @ Yering (Maja, Claudia,John) after 45km from Box Hill station
28th March, 2021

Lillydale Lake + Dam

Olinda Creek Trail

morning tea @ Bayswater (Maja + Teresa R)

Somers Trail

Blackburn Lake Sanctuary

Furness Park

Arriving at Lilydale Station @ 4pm:
The train to Flinders St is waiting BUT for how long?
John swipes his Myki, hurries along the platform and shoves his bike inside one of
the carriages.
Claudia does not swipe her Myki, and follows suit. Maja just follows Claudia’s
example.
None of us could read WHEN this train would depart. What a relief to be on the train,
though!
Maja was heading to Box Hill, John to Heatherdale, Claudia to Croydon BUT only
John had swiped his Myki.
“Not to worry, I’m a Senior, - free rides on a SUN for me,” (Claudia).
“But what about Maja?” (John).
Three minutes to come up with a plan: Maja hopped out of our carriage @
Mooroolbark, SWIPED her Myki (looking puzzled, no affirmative beep?) and back
inside she was just in time - before the doors shut; got checked@ Mitcham!

Otway Waterfalls Walks
30th April to 3rd May, 2021
Hill House: Shirley + Ian, Sue + Ray, Gerry + Claire, Claudia + Gill
This was the weekend I had been looking forward to for half a year; and it was really a treat, thanks to Sharon’s superb planning!!
I remembered where we would have dinner that very FRI night, and I knew it was @ 6.30pm; when
I landed at Otway Junction Motor Inn, in the dark, it dawned on me that this pretty lonely venue on
top of the hill must be it. My phone on the charger, beer ordered, and not long to wait for the
bushwalkers to arrive.
Our group of Hill House inhabitants was a lucky bunch,
- we could drink a couple of more beers and then
return to our accommodation.
And second time lucky to share a room with a nonsnorer….
Great facilities, everything very modern, clean and in
excellent working order. Nobody could believe how
much free food was there on offer, in the cupboards,
not to mention the home – baked cakes, and hummus
+ salads in addition to a splendid meal the second
night, - when The Truffle Farmers arrived.
On our first day of Otway exploration, we walked the
to the Triplet Falls first, which is just a pre-meal
breeze; not very spectacular, no photo, - everything
overgrown.
The Little Aire walk is easy (though muddy), it
takes nearly two hours; and the Lookout is perched
on top of a cliff looking straight into the falls making it
quite unique. It was a terrific walk, and we felt peckish
after those two waterfall walks. There are picnic tables
and we sat in the sun to enjoy our packed lunch.
The SUN morning walk at Melba Gully was just a
magic experience. They call it the Jewel of the Otways, and I do understand why: Everything is lush
and green, with tree ferns spreading out their long fronds making sure that they can soak up the
annual rainfall of over 2000 mm.
Melba Gully introduces one to Victoria’s cool temperate rainforest, which has evolved over millions
of years; if you’ve been to the rainforest gallery out of Warburton you have an idea what a
wonderful climate it offers during the hotter months of the year.
We did the 35-minute loop which takes you on an adventure into a world of ancient, mossy trees,
a dense rainforest of Myrtle Beech and cool fern gullies. It starts at the picnic area and information
signs along the track can be followed while listening to the soothing sound of Anne’s cascades.
We checked out the site of the Big Tree; a huge old Otway Messmate, which has fallen and started
recycling back into the forest floor sustaining new life and growth.

Good to have an idea what the place looks like
during day light, - and a safer experience for a
night walk with torches + phones for glow
worm viewing:
Sometimes known as fireflies or lightening
bugs, they are not worms at all. They are actually adult beetles, or their insect larvae.
Glow worms are common in damp, dark places, and in Melba Gully are often found on soil
banks with overhanging ledges.
The end of the
abdomen is
luminous. The
light is emitted
from tiny tubes
(malpighian
tubules) which
open into the gut
of the larvae and
are visible through
transparent skin
at the end of the
body (the last
segment of the
abdomen).

DVBC Tanglefoot Loop Walk
Sunday 18 April 2021
We assembled in Healesville to get comfortable, gather our wits and enjoy a coﬀee. Evidently it was
a fesKve day for Italians; the parking lot was lined with a spectacular array of Ferrari’s, Lamborghini’s
and MaseraKs. Our party included John Langford and Julie Kidd, Heather Walker, Ros Rogers and
Alan Gillies, Ken Ayton and Gill Hannon. It was John’s ﬁrst Kme as a walk leader with the DVBC but he
could draw on his long experience with another bushwalking club, and familiarity with the area
gained from working as a forest hydrologist for the then MMBW in the mountain ash forests of
Melbourne’s water supply catchments.
The drive from Healesville to the Wirrawilla Nature Reserve was a good introducKon to the majesty
of the wet eucalyptus forests of the Dividing Range. The Reserve is located in a sheltered gully on the
ﬂood plain of a small mountain stream, and has escaped bushﬁres for centuries. It is the home of an
old growth Myrtle Beech Forest, a remnant of the extensive rain forests that covered Gondwana
Land about 500 million years ago. A new board walk is being constructed so that we could enjoy a
stroll through this beauKful old forest.
Heather was the photographer for the day and this photo was taken in the Reserve.

The ﬁrst leg of the Tanglefoot Loop starts at the entrance to Wirrawilla Reserve and follows the route
of the old Quarry Road for about 6km. The gentle slope of the old road disguised the fact that we
climbed over 300m in elevaKon. The weather had deteriorated and we were walking in misty rain.
The wet condiKons brought out the leeches. Unfortunately Heather got 2 leeches on her eye lid; a
most confronKng experience. Fortunately Julie’s eyesight was good enough for her to remove the
leech without any drama. The walk though the Mountain Ash forests in the mist was well worth the
eﬀort.

Eventually we reached the
Monda Track which follows
the Great Divide between
the Port Phillip and Murray
Darling Basins. The Track
follows a 50m wide grassy
ﬁre break along the Divide
and the removal of the
under storey allowed us to
experience unique views of
the huge old growth
Mountain Ash trees.

We enjoyed lunch beside the Monda
Track. Aaer lunch we walked back
downTanglefootTrack a bush track which
fortunately had been cleared since the
last Kme I walked it ( that was
immediately aaer the COVID !ock down
so the lack of maintenance was
understandable).

The Track wound its way among extensive glades of tree ferns made even more atmospheric by the
mist. All of us got back to our cars safe and sound with no more signiﬁcant leech incidents. It was a
most enjoyable walk.
John Langford.
Walk Leader

*Many thanks to Heather for the great photos

Bike ride – The five river run
led by Ian Danne
Today – Sunday 16th. May 2021 ﬁve bike riders (Bill, Ian, Shirley, John T, Tiz) gathered at
Southbank on the Yarra river the ﬁrst of our ﬁve rivers for the start of our ride. Wintery was
the word – a cool 7 degrees but due to warm up to 17 and a good cycle will also help.
Oﬀ we set
cycling at a slow
pace along the
Southbank of the
Yarra, crossing at
the footbridge
and along past
the
decommissioned
NAB building,
then the Star
ferris wheel and
along Footscray
road. We
stopped
opposite the old
ﬂower market to
examine and
discuss the huge
amount of work
going on here
with the building
of massive
pylons to
support the new
roadway linking
the Westgate
tunnel to City
Link. Perched on
top of the pylons
is a huge gantry
more than 100 metres long which will help to lay the spans between the pylons. AVached is
a photo on the gantry for your interest.
On we pressed, over the Maribyrnong river bridge and down onto the track beside that river.
A cool headwind hindered our progress up the river but half an hour later we arrived at our
designated morning coﬀee stop at the boat sheds at Essendon. Next came our ﬁrst big hill, a

huﬃng and puﬃng climb up the bluﬀ which overlooks the Maribyrnong river and the old
defence site where bombs were stored during the wars. Down the other side and then we
connected with Steels creek, our third waterway. It is a pleasant ride up the creek which
brings you out near Essendon airport – around the airport to Essendon ﬁelds where we had
lunch. Hot pies were on oﬀer from the football club canteen.
Our next waterway was the Moonee Ponds creek which we cycled along for about 6
kilometres before turning oﬀ at Pascoe Vale and making our way across country to our ﬁ\h
waterway the Merri creek at Coburg lakes. It was a quick cycle down the creek past the
gardens at Ceres and ge^ng oﬀ the track at Northcote. We made our way then across the
back streets to Merri railway sta_on where we caught the train to Jolimont sta_on. A footy
match was about to happen at the MCG (Melbourne V Carlton) so we baVled the crowds
coming to the match riding down to Richmond sta_on.
The end of a very sa_sfactory ride – about 45 kilometres and a very pleasant day.

